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Learn about planes of reference with free interactive flashcards. Choose from 388 different sets of flashcards about planes of reference on Quizlet. The position of reference in which the patient stands facing an imaginary planes that may be used to “section” the body. divides the body into left and right portions. divides the body into equal right and left sides. anatomic position. The position of reference in which the patient stands facing an imaginary planes of reference. imaginary planes that may be used to “section” the body. Plane of reference - A term used in celestial mechanics, the plane of reference is the plane by means of which orbital elements (positions) are defined. The two main orbital elements that are measured with respect to the plane of reference are the inclination and the Wikipedia. Plane - a genus (Platanus) of trees of the plane tree family having mapelike leaves, spherical dry fruits, and bark that...